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Abstract: Physically-Interactive RoboGames (PIRG) are an emerging application whose aim is to develop robotic agents able to interact and engage humans in a game situation. In this framework, learning a model of players’ activity is relevant both to understand their engagement, as well as to understand specific strategies they adopted, which in turn can foster game adaptation. Following such directions and given the lack of quantitative methods for player modeling in PIRG, we propose a methodology for representing players as a mixture of existing player’s types uncovered from data. This is done by dealing both with the intrinsic uncertainty associated with the setting and with the agent necessity to act in real time to support the game interaction. Our methodology first focuses on encoding time series data generated from player-robot interaction into images, in particular Gramian angular field images, to represent continuous data. To these, we apply latent Dirichlet allocation to summarize the player’s motion style as a probabilistic mixture of different styles discovered from data. This approach has been tested in a dataset collected from a real, physical robot game, where activity patterns are extracted by using a custom three-axis accelerometer sensor module. The obtained results suggest that the proposed system is able to provide a robust description for the player interaction.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, video game companies have introduced a new paradigm that involves players actively moving in front of the screen, picking up simulated objects around them and interacting with the game in a three-dimensional space. This has been mostly enhanced by immersive, Virtual Reality (VR) games, where players are plunged into an artificial world reproduced by ad-hoc intelligent systems and devices [1]. These scenarios, although enabling a deep game experience, may in some cases introduce potential health and safety issues, such as cybersickness and deleterious physiological aftereffects [2].

Physically Interactive RoboGames (PIRG), on the other hand, comprise an emerging application field that consists of a number of autonomous agents (including software and hardware) of which at least one is an autonomous, physical robot and one is a person. These agents interact with each other in the real world by following some game rules so that the human players can have fun [3].

PIRG may be seen as well as a specific setting to study human-robot interaction in situations framed by rules, where attention and physical challenges are involved. Furthermore, the increased maturity of fields like social robotics, artificial intelligence and machine learning offers the possibility
to design a new generation of such games, where adaptive behavior to support human entertainment, for instance, plays a central role. In general, such applications can foster the widespread spread of robots in the society via ludic applications.

In a PIRG, the physical, autonomous agents are actively engaged, creating some sort of interaction, either competitive or cooperative. From one’s perspective, such games are similar to robotic Exergames [4–8], but with a mobile companion and with less concern for promoting specific activity conditions driven by therapeutic motivations. Like commercial video games, the main aspect in a PIRG is to produce a sense of entertainment and pleasure that can be “consumed” by a large number of users.

It has been noticed [3,9] that an important aspect of such playing entities and systems during the game should be an exhibition of rational behavior, and in this sense, they must be able to play the role of effective opponents or teammates, since people tend to lose their will to play with, or against, a dull entity. Therefore, a robot adapted to the skill and attitudes of the human player may achieve an acceptable performance, possibly providing a highly entertaining experience. Such requirements motivate the design of player’s categorization models in order to understand the player’s behavior and preferences, as well as to guide the expected robot adaptation.

Possible issues may arise, mainly due to the challenges in modeling the real world and the problem of overcoming common limitations present in a robotic platform. For example, a PIRG designer building a mobile playing agent has to deal with the problem of noisy sensory data, partial information, perception, locomotion and planning in a real environment. Safety issues regarding human-robot interaction are, as well, an important factor that has to be taken into account. All of those aspects, together with budget constraints, make the design of intelligent playing robots a difficult task.

Companies like Anki® started to make use of artificial intelligence techniques to bring consumer robotics into physical gaming experience. One of its product, Anki Drive®, features toy-sized robotic cars controlled by a mobile app. In the game, the cars sense their positions on the track and continually exchange data via Bluetooth® with a smartphone. The app computes possible actions and decides what each car should do based on its objective. Additionally, the cars can also show different “personalities”. Despite the app’s ability to orchestrate the behaviors of the cars, players are still limited to the use of the smartphone to drive their car and cannot participate in first person in the game.

Following such an example, one may envision PIRG as one of the next robotic products for the mass technological market, which demands a large exploration of new methodologies, especially as concerns the methods for enabling high autonomy, intelligence and adaptive behavior.

Over the years, there have been some important attempts at presenting robots as games. However, in most cases, the robots act more or less as a mobile pet (e.g., [10,11]), where the interaction is often seen as limited to almost static positions [12], not exploiting rich movement, nor a high level of autonomy, which makes for a low credibility of these toys to really engage lively people [3,9].

Some PIRG prototypes have been reported over the last few years. Jedi Trainer 3.0 allowed for a more physical interaction between robot and players [3]. It was developed with the goal of replicating a scene of the first Star Wars saga movie “Episode IV—A New Hope”. An autonomous drone flew around the human player (Jedi trainee) and could produce, when needed, the sound of a laser blast. Jedi Trainer was successfully tested in different unstructured environments [9], being capable of showing some apparent adaptation, achieved by always making the drone tend to keep a fixed distance from the player so that the speed of movement of the latter could be matched by the drone. The randomness arising from noisy sensors added realism to the drone’s behavior, which could be perceived as some kind of rational behavior by the human player [3].

Another example of PIRG with mobile robots was RoboTower [3,9]. In the game, a 30 cm high robot had to push down a set of towers in three minutes. Human players could interact with the robot by delaying its movement by placing specific cards on the robot’s path; the robot was capable of reading the cards when passing over them. Each card represented either an action the robot had to execute (go back, turn around, stop) or a deficit of its sensors (go blind). There, the authors reported
that engagement was related to the challenge of putting the cards at the right place and by the pressure
given by time.

A different and more complex version of RoboTower has been recently implemented [13,14],
where humans interact with a three-wheeled omni-directional robot one meter high. In this version,
only physical interaction is exploited. The present work uses this version of the game as the case study.

Closely related to PIRG, some proposals of user models in games have been made using Playware
playground [15]. Some of them consider physiological data, such as heart rate [12], for capturing and
modeling individual entertainment preferences in children. Others focus on more general attributes
like force sensing data and entropy of game events [16].

Despite the examples of successful PIRG applications using mobile robots, only a few
works [12,14] concern a direct quantification of the human behavior during game play. In this paper,
we present an approach to categorize the players’ behaviors by analyzing data about their movement.
The primary source of information is a single three-axis accelerometer placed on the player’s chest.
The analysis is performed by first mapping the stream of data into an image representation, namely
a Gramian Angular Field (GAF) [17], which is subsequently processed by a simple autoencoder [18]
architecture for unsupervised feature extraction. After the definition of a dictionary of primitives
on the feature space, we apply latent Dirichlet allocation [19], a generative model mostly used for
document retrieval and classification, to uncover coherent groups of motion patterns that can be used
to categorize players.

Our decision to use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) takes inspiration from recent approaches
where each game session is represented as a “document”, and chunks of generated stream data are
encoded into discrete “words” [20]. This arrangement is based on the assumption that different
players generate different streams of input words, thus different documents, depending on their own
motivation or play style.

The possibility to apply LDA to this problem is further reinforced by noticing the apparent
difficulty in objectively separating types of motion patterns, since a player in his/her playing activity
may show one or more different motion styles. More explicitly, a player may, for instance, become
bored or frustrated with the game and consequently show a low motion profile w.r.t. the one that the
same player might have shown at other moments during the same game session; for instance, when
he/she was excited about it. Here, we consider that a high motion profile, i.e., high turbulence in
acceleration signal, is typical for a highly motivated player, since by common sense, a non-motivated
player tends to stay relatively still or show a very low acceleration signal.

The claim that motion style conveys engagement or even emotion [21–23] types has been
supported by several papers. As an example, systematic approaches for describing movement, such as
Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) [24], are often used in deriving low-dimensional representation of
movement, facilitating affective motion modeling [25]. This same type of analysis has been applied
when investigating motor elements that characterize movements whose execution enhances basic
emotions, such as: anger, fear, happiness and sadness [22]. In game situations, despite the limited
capacity for entertainment detection and modeling in Exergames, LMA had been reported as useful in
fostering emotion recognition in states like: concentration, meditation, excitement and frustration [26].

Here, we hypothesize that, on average, a player will display his/her game-intrinsic motion
style and convey some information about his/her interest in/motivation to play. Discovering which
coherent groups of motion style exist in a dataset allows us to estimate to what extent an unknown
player relates in terms of his/her own motion profile to known groups. This may ultimately help
in designing PIRGs that are able to adapt accordingly in order to offer a better user experience for
the players.

Following this, in this manuscript, a player representation is addressed as how much of each
discovered motion types to which we are confident to say a given player is mostly related. We call this
representation a mixture proportion of motion types (similar to topics in the LDA perspective).
In summary, we expect to see that similar player-generated data are grouped together in a coherent collection, allowing the distinction of the existing motion types. The results obtained are validated with human supervision, suggesting the applicability of our method to future mechanisms for designing auto-adapting PIRGs agents.

2. Mathematical Preliminaries

This section presents the basic concepts and principles of the Gramian angular field, autoencoders and latent Dirichlet allocation, our targeted probabilistic graphical model.

2.1. Gramian Angular Field Images

The results obtained in this work rely on the transformation of the time series data generated by the player motion into images that can then be processed and understood in terms of emergent patterns that can, in turn, be discovered by state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms. The type of image we have chosen is Gramian Angular Summation/Difference Field (GASF/GADF). Such images had been proposed in the field of time series classification [17], where the authors evaluated the efficacy of representing time series in a polar coordinate system instead of the typical Cartesian coordinates. For a deep understanding of the method, we suggest reading the original paper, where the authors did not only present the idea of GASF/GADF, but also reported experimental results comparing them with other time series imagery techniques. Here, we present an overview of the technique in order to familiarize the reader with such a method and to point out its role in our proposal.

In general, in order to obtain a GASF/GADF representation for a time series \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) of size \( n \in \mathbb{N} > 0 \), rescaling is first performed in order to put the time series in the interval \([-1, 1] \) or \([0, 1] \). The second step is to represent the rescaled time series \( \tilde{X} \) in polar coordinates, where each sample value is now mapped into the angular cosine and the time stamp information is represented as the radius. The formula for this step is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi &= \arccos(\tilde{x}_i) \quad -1 \leq \tilde{x}_i \leq 1, \tilde{x}_i \in \tilde{X} \\
r &= \frac{t_i}{N} \quad t_i \in \mathbb{N} > 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( t_i \) is the time stamp and \( N \) plays the role of a normalizer for the span of the polar coordinate system. Some properties of this transformation are known:

- **Property #1**: The encoding map of Equation (1) is bijective as \( \cos(\phi) \) is monotonic when \( \phi \in [0, \pi] \). Given a time series, the proposed map produces a unique result in the polar coordinate system together with a unique inverse map.
- **Property #2**: As opposed to Cartesian coordinates, polar coordinates preserve absolute temporal relations.
- **Property #3**: Rescaled data in different intervals have different angular bounds. That is, \([0, 1]\) corresponds to the cosine function in \([0, \frac{\pi}{2}]\), while cosine values in the interval \([-1, 1]\) fall into the angular bounds \([0, \pi]\). These intervals are known to produce different information granularity in the Gramian angular field, especially for classification tasks [17].

The third step in completing the transformation is to exploit the angular perspective by considering the trigonometric sum/difference between each point. This allows for the identification of the temporal correlation within different time intervals. The two types of GAFs, namely GASF and GADF, are obtained as follows:

\[
GASF = |\cos(\phi_i + \phi_j)| = \tilde{X}' \cdot \tilde{X} - \sqrt{1 - \tilde{X}^2} \cdot \sqrt{1 - \tilde{X}'^2}
\]
\[ GADF = \left[ \sin(\phi_i + \phi_j) \right] \]
\[ = \sqrt{I - \tilde{X}^2} \cdot \tilde{X} - \tilde{X}' \cdot \sqrt{I - \tilde{X}'^2} \]  

(3)

\( I \) is the unit row vector. After translating the time series from the Cartesian to polar coordinate system, each time step in it is taken as a 1D metric space. By defining the inner product as \( < x, y > = x \cdot y - \sqrt{1 - x^2} \cdot \sqrt{1 - y^2} \) and \( < x, y > = \sqrt{1 - x^2} \cdot y - x \cdot \sqrt{1 - y^2} \), respectively, the GAFs become quasi-Gramian matrices, since the defined \( < x, y > \) do not satisfy the property of linearity in inner-product space.

Still, according to [17], the GAFs have several advantages:

- Advantage #1: They provide a way to preserve temporal information. The temporal correlation is present because \( G_{ij\vert k} = I - \tilde{X} \cdot \tilde{X}' \) represents the relative correlation by the superposition/difference of directions with respect to time interval \( k \). The main diagonal \( G_{ij} \) is the special case when \( k = 0 \), which contains the original value/angular information.
- Advantage #2: From the main diagonal, it is possible to reconstruct the time series back into the original Cartesian space. This is useful especially in a classification task, where we can convert the time series back to numerical Cartesian space from the high level features learned by, for instance, a deep neural network.

However, the size of the Gramian matrix \( G \) is \( n \times n \), for \( n \) being the length of the raw time series. The authors propose a solution for this issue by attempting to reduce the size of the produced GAFs using, for instance, Piecewise Aggregation Approximation (PAA) [27] to smooth the time series while preserving the trends. An example of the conversion from time series to GASF image is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** Conversion of time series into a Gramian Angular Summation Field (GASF) image and then back into its original space.

### 2.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is one of the most simple and influential topic models. A topic model is a formal statistical relationship between a group of observed and latent (unknown) random variables, which specifies a probabilistic procedure to generate topics. The latter, in turn, is defined as a probability distribution over a collection of words [28].

The graphical model shown in Figure 2 presents the structure of the LDA model [19]. Here, as in [20], the \( K \)-th probability distribution over input words \( \beta \) (called topics) is representative of the \( K \) groups (types) of player motion styles in which we are interested. In turn, each document \( d \) is a game play session for the game. We had to deal with the deterioration of model accuracy when considering the whole game section as a single document. Our solution for the problem was to segment each one of those into subsets based on duration in seconds. This approach raises several issues that are going to be properly addressed in a future work, but still allow one to obtain interesting results.
Figure 2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model diagram [19]. Each word \( w_{d,n} \) corresponds to a GASF encoding obtained from an accelerometer attached to the player during game play. In turn, a game play is interpreted as a document \( d \) (set of player-generated words, i.e., action patterns). \( z_{d,n} \) represents the type (topic) assignment for a given word \( w_{d,n} \), and \( \theta_d \) is the mixture proportions representing the game session. In this work, we are interested in representing the player game session by \( \theta_d \).

In these terms, a document may present multiple types \( \beta_k \) with mixture proportions \( \theta_d \). This mixture of proportions defines a player at each instant of time. The choice of the \( N_D \) words comes from \( \bar{\beta}_d \), which acts as the weighted average of the game play types for a given document. This average is defined as follows [19,20]:

\[
\bar{\beta}_d = \sum_{n=1}^{K} \theta_d(k) \cdot \beta_k
\]

The \( n \)-th word \( w_{d,n} \) of document \( d \) is, in our case, the GASF encoding obtained, as we will explain later. \( z_{d,n} \in \{1 : K\} \) refers to the random type from which a word is drawn. Following the standard LDA model, \( \alpha \) and \( \eta \) are hyperparameters that control the sparsity in the mixture proportions and word distributions [20].

2.3. Autoencoder

In many problems, we may have to deal with highly dimensional data that represent the situation of the world as captured by the sensors. Given that the raw data dimensionality could be practically intractable, the common procedure in these cases is to reduce the dimensionality possibly keeping only the important features of the input data.

In image processing, for instance, understanding which pieces of an image represent a significant aspect for the task ahead is not a trivial issue. Significance may be related to specific parts of the image and may depend on many aspects. A common technique to face this issue is autoencoder. Autoencoder is an unsupervised learning technique that learns a representation of the input data, usually derived by means of non-linear transformations of the input [18]. A typical implementation of autoencoder consists of a feedforward neural network that first encodes the input into a code, the representation and then reconstructs the input from it by means of a decoder (see Figure 3).
Figure 3. General architecture of an autoencoder; the input layer is processed by an encoder that transforms it. The derived representation is then decoded by a decoder that yields a reconstruction.

In general, autoencoders are good at capturing the structure of the input and tend to represent it well [18]. We can represent an autoencoder as a neural network that tries to copy its input to its output. We can represent its general architecture with the following terminology:

- the input \( x \),
- the encoder function, \( f(x) \), composed of some hidden layers,
- the code, or internal representation, of the input \( h \),
- the decoder function, \( g(x) \), composed of other hidden layers,
- the reconstruction obtained from the decoder, \( r \).

A loss function, \( L(x, r) \), should also be defined to evaluate how close the reconstruction is with respect to the input. A simple loss function is shown as Equation (5).

\[
L(x, r) = \sum_i (x_i - r_i)^2
\]  

(5)

However, if we do not impose any restriction, the transformation it learns would be an identity, since this would perfectly reconstruct the input. To prevent this transformation, two approaches have been devised [18]. The first, called undercomplete autoencoder, adopts a representation smaller than the input (see Figure 4a), while the latter, overcomplete autoencoder, uses a representation with a dimension larger than the input (see Figure 4b). Although increasing the representation size is counterintuitive in order to sparsely represent the input, this technique has proven its effectiveness.

Figure 4. (a) Representation of an undercomplete autoencoder, where the representation has a lower dimension with respect to the input. (b) Representation of an overcomplete autoencoder, which uses a larger space to represent the input.

The undercomplete autoencoder is the oldest and best known architecture for the autoencoder and also the one we use in our work. The code the autoencoder derives is smaller than the input: it learns how to combine the input so that the relevant information is retained in a lower dimensional space. The combination is often non-linear due to a non-linear activation function of the neurons.
On the other hand, the decoder function learns how to unroll such compressed code in order to obtain an extended representation. This architecture could be trained using the classic back-propagation approach, although different methods are available [18].

The overcomplete autoencoder, instead, increases the dimension of the representation; however, as already mentioned, the model could easily learn the identity transformation. In order to tackle this issue, the common approach is to apply a regularization term over the weights of the network. In general, a $l_1$ penalization is added to the loss function. In this way, the representation will be sparse since some of the dimensions are set to zero. However, this new architecture would be more complex to train since the model would be larger than the previous one, although still providing a sparse representation. Despite its sparsity, this architecture is able to extract more information from the input, and it is often used to capture also the input distribution and not just the structure of $x$. It is not possible to estimate such a distribution with an undercomplete autoencoder since such a task would require a higher representation capacity.

In this work, we adopt an undercomplete autoencoder, since our goal is to represent an image in a lower dimensional space. Our architecture has multiple layers: the first layer takes only the input, while the following ones decrease in size following the power of two. We represent the input with a code having 64 dimensions; thus, from an input of 1024 features, we derive a representation of 64 components using an autoencoder.

The reconstruction of the input by the decoder function has a very low loss, below 0.05%. The layers obtained by the encoder are often difficult to understand by people; for instance, in Figure 5a–c, we can observe the first layer, and we cannot derive any structure or meaning from it. However, looking at deeper levels, the layers show a clear structure; in Figure 5g–i, we can observe that the filters are extracting horizontal and vertical patterns. Indeed, most of the original images show a cross pattern, or multiple crosses; therefore, this representation seems to be able to represent the input data with a lower dimension.

Figure 5. Example layers from the trained autoencoder. (a–c) represent the information extracted by the first layer of the autoencoder. It is hard to grasp the meaning of the representation derived. Going deeper, in (d–f), the representation seems to become more clear and with a structure. Indeed going directly to the obtained code, in (g–i), we can see a more accentuate structure composed mainly of horizontal or vertical lines.
3. Problem Statement

This section formulates the problem of modeling the player as a probabilistic mixture of uncovered player styles from data. There are at least three basic dimensions (or problems) of interest that must be considered when building a model of this kind for PIRGs. Such dimensions are related to the specific capabilities of a mobile robot to achieve a reasonable in-game performance. We delineate such dimensions as follows:

- **Dimension #1**: Fundamental robot behavior, which concerns the fundamental aspects of the robot locomotion, timing of actions, localization and other abilities to keep it alive and well-functioning during the game play.
- **Dimension #2**: In-game competitive capabilities, which are more related to the intelligent selection of actions aimed at achieving in-game goals. In another words, this dimension captures the intricacies of planning and rational behavior, using solutions for Dimension #1.
- **Dimension #3**: Adaptive power, which is a higher level dimension concerned with how and when during the game to adjust the robot performance to match that of the current player.

Dimension #1 concerns the setup of an appropriate robotic platform, including aspects like: electrical disturbances, power consumption, kinematic constraints, processing capabilities, sensing and safety. These are recurrent issues that must be appropriately dealt with. In turn, Dimension #2 encompasses the problem of finding a plan or strategy to achieve the robot goals. This is the problem most related to the competitive behavior the robot can impose on the human player, since action selection is driven by the tendency to maximize the robot’s own pay-off. After all, the robot has to give the idea that it is at best trying to beat/help its opponent(s)/companion(s).

Dimension #3, acting as the superset for #1 and #2, defines constraints on the robot behavior such that the action selection is not longer just governed by the tendency to be competitive/helpful, but is also driven by the compelling necessity to support the player interaction, in real time, as robustly as possible.

One can see that the present work as a step towards advancements in Dimension #3. Here, we exploit data coming from a single accelerometer placed on the human player’s body; thus, player movement is our primary source of information for describing the playing style and engagement.

The basic assumption is that a highly active player would naturally express his/her status by a very turbulent motion signal that is compatible with strong in-game activity. Consider, for instance, the difference in signal shapes reported in Figure 6.

Following this line of reasoning, we also assume players do not fake their engagement by unnecessarily performing strong activities, like running, when they actually are not engaged in the game or feel bored by the robot behavior. Therefore, we assume that a highly motivated player would act more intensively and frequently than a non-motivated one, thus showing a more turbulent acceleration signal profile.

In situations like PIRG, movement information is useful and should not be disregarded. Furthermore, a model that is able to extract a description of the player’s movement profile for the purpose of robot behavior adaptation would generate interesting dynamics able to hide existing platform limitations (kinematics constraints, tracking problems, etc.) and boost game experience.

One important aspect not considered yet by our assumptions is the role of skill level. For example, a highly skilled player could try to minimize his/her energy expenditure by performing precise movements towards winning the game and in theory could perfectly show a low-movement profile. Moreover, these assumptions cannot directly measure player engagement in the game, given that it is also possible for a player to move not too much, but, at the same time, be highly engaged.

In summary, we are interested in investigating time series data, especially acceleration patterns as proxy and/or engagement cues (given the mentioned assumptions) towards the creation of auto-adjusting robotic companions or opponents.
Figure 6. Three-axis accelerometer signal during game play. (a) A running player. (b) A player standing still. Notice that signal shape and amplitude are very characteristic for the respective activity.

Figure 7. Example of the conversion of a time series into GASF images. (a) Three-axis accelerometer data (48.8 Hz) of about 30 seconds of real game play. (b) Thirty five GASF segments of a linear combination of the multidimensional time series. Each window comprises 0.65 seconds with 32 samples.
4. Technical Approach

This section describes our approach while emphasizing the differences and similarities with respect to existing methods. We take inspiration from approaches like [17,20,29] and aim at modeling game sessions as “documents”, where player’s acceleration data are considered as “words”. We use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [19] to categorize the player’s motion profile as a composition or mixture of game play motion types, the latter being analogous to the “topics” in the general application of LDA for document modeling.

Differently from [20], our input word atoms are not discrete. Instead, they are continuous (acceleration data) and also are not attached to any explicit meaning. Take, for instance, the natural interpretability of joystick input signals like “left” and “right”, which convey their respective meaning when controlling a game character, and compare it with an acceleration signal that carries no obvious absolute meaning.

The adopted method for selecting the input words is based on sliding windows (just as in [20]), without overlap. Considering each game session as a document, the windowed segments play the role of words. Since the space is continuous, a procedure of discretization and dictionary learning for LDA had to be performed. For this, we clustered the segments and used the so-obtained cluster centroids as dictionary words.

We have used GASF images instead of GADF because the mapping functions of the rescaled time series in $[0, 1]$ are bijections, which allows for precise reconstruction of the original time series [17]. The reconstruction takes advantage of the the main diagonal of GASF, i.e., $\{G_{ii}\} = \{\cos 2\phi_i\}$, and is performed as reported in Equation (6) [17]:

$$\cos(\phi) = \sqrt{\frac{G_{ii} + 1}{2}}, \quad \phi \in [0, \frac{\pi}{2}]$$

An example of signal decomposition into GASF images is shown in Figure 7. Given recent advances in deep learning and pattern recognition for images, we take the route of [29] and exploit the applicability of autoencoders for extracting unsupervised features from GASF images (see Section 2.3). This is relevant since the process of feature engineering is time-consuming and laborious. Moreover, unsupervised feature extraction from such methods has been proven to work well [17,30]. Sparse encoding via linear-algebra methods for dictionary learning is also a possibility. However, in our experiments, it turned out to be not as efficient as autoencoders. We present details of our experimental activity in the next section. Our methodology is summarized in Figure 8.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Figure 8.** The general diagram for our methodology. At first, game time series are extracted, which are then segmented into windows (sliding windows method). Such segments are then turned into GASF images, whose representations are obtained using the autoencoder. Since the basic LDA method works with a multinomial distribution at the topics, we define a dictionary of visual words before feeding each GASF feature document representation to it.

5. Materials and Methods

5.1. The Robotic Platform

We have adopted a holonomic robot (Triskar), free to move in any direction at a maximum speed comparable to that of people in indoor environments (1.4 m/s). Triskar presents simultaneously
and independently controlled rotational and translational motion capabilities thanks to three omni-directional wheels, each actuated by a motor and pointing in different directions.

The kinematics of the holonomic robot is described by the following matrix equation:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_x \\
V_y \\
\dot{\theta}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & -\frac{1}{\sqrt{3}}r & \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}}r \\
-\frac{2}{3}r & \frac{1}{3}r & \frac{1}{3}r \\
\frac{2}{\sqrt{3}}r & -\frac{2}{\sqrt{3}}r & \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}}r
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\omega_1 \\
\omega_2 \\
\omega_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(7)

where \( r \) is the wheel’s radius, \( V_x \) and \( V_y \) are the linear velocity components of the robot along \( x \) and \( y \) axis, \( \dot{\theta} \) is the angular velocity component around the \( z \)-axis passing through the robot center of mass and, finally, \( \omega_i \) [\( i=1,2,3 \)] are the angular velocities of each wheel. We consider \([X_f, Y_f]\) the fixed (world) reference frame, while \([X_m, Y_m]\) is the moving (robot) reference frame; the robot’s orientation is denoted by angle \( \theta \), which is the angle of the axis \( X_m \) with respect to \( X_f \) (positive in the counterclockwise direction), and finally, the wheel orientation in the robot coordinate system is equal to 30 degrees. Figure 9 depicts how these variables play their roles in our robot kinematics.

![Kinematic representation of a holonomic base.](image)

The robot body consists of a triangular, omni-directional base 8 cm high (diameter 40 cm), where motors, batteries and electronics are embedded. On the base, an auxiliary aluminum structure is mounted, hosting the on-board computer and a Microsoft Kinect\textsuperscript{R} sensor, used for player tracking. In total, the robot is 85 cm high (see Figure 10). In our experiments, we have used the Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) node from the Robotic Operating System (ROS) environment, which made localization and navigation easier [31].

![An example of the game match configuration.](image)

Figure 10. An example of the game match configuration. The human player is wearing a purple robe, which allows him to be identified by the robot. Towers are seen in orange (height 110 cm). The particular match in this figure used three towers; however, in normal conditions, the game comprises four different towers positioned on the corners of the playground; the latter being a rectangle marked on the floor.
5.2. Game Scenario

For the present work, the playground is a rectangular area of 4 m × 2 m, where on each corner, tubes representing towers are placed (see Figure 10). Each tower is equipped with a button and four Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) that can be progressively turned on. Each tower LED requires the tower button to be pushed for about 2.5 s to turn on, meaning that a tower takes about 10 s to light up all four of its LEDs. Such LEDs are used as a representation of the progress of the human player in capturing a specific tower.

After turning on all LEDs of a particular tower during game play, it is said that the player has captured it. Button pressing time is cumulative and can be distributed for different moments; this means that the player will not lose his/her progress if he/she stops pushing the button before a tower is captured. Each tower has a circuit, which transmits its status to the robot.

In order to win, the human player must be able to secure all the existing towers without letting a single one be knocked down by the robot. If, at anytime, a tower falls (because of the robot or player), the game ends, and the human player loses.

Since the robot is a holonomic base, it is able to move across the entire playground just as the human player, and it is only constrained by the fact that an already captured tower, or one whose button is currently being pushed by the player, cannot be teared down. The player can also block the robot path by staying on it. Notice that, while the player is trying to capture a given tower, the robot can try to tear down another one. By relying on the laser scans, the robot can also perceive the human player during the game, so as to avoid hitting him/her while moving. Figure 11 summarizes the overall idea of the game.

When playing the game, we ask the human player to wear a colored robe in order to allow for blob detection and user tracking. These tasks are carried out by the use of a Microsoft Kinect® sensor. In the future, we plan to study the extraction of behavior features using such device, which may potentially help to understand gameplay in a more fine-grained way.

We have used a custom accelerometer board (see Figure 12) attached to the player’s chest in order to capture detailed player motion information. The choice of the accelerometer position was conditioned by the need to avoid the introduction of noise from irrelevant player motion. With the sensor placed on the chest, we aimed at getting a more stable reference for motion in comparison to, for instance, data gathered from the sensor placed on the arm or thigh [13]. The custom accelerometer module is based on the InvenSense MPU-6050 three-axis accelerometer board and an Arduino Uno micro-controller (see Figure 12). The circuit also contains a Nrf24l01 radio-frequency module that allows accelerometer and tower data to be sent to the on-board computer.

Using the dataset from previous work [13,14], we considered 29 matches involving 15 male participants of different ages. The age distribution consisted of children (7–10) and adults (26–40). Recorded matches had a minimum duration of about 40 s and a maximum of about 1 min and 10 s. The collected data correspond to acceleration values along the x-, y- and z-axis with a sampling frequency of 50 Hz, which is five-times larger than the frequency considered to be sufficient for detecting daily activities from accelerometer data (10 Hz) [32–34].

In our experiments, we have also decided to use univariate accelerometer data instead of the multivariate three-axis information. For that, we took a linear combination of the axis favoring the z-axis, the one pointing forward from the player. The justification for this is that from our observations, very rarely, the player would run sideways or jump. Therefore, with the linear combination, we intend to collapse the multivariate axis information into a univariate signal that encompasses all the motion information more compactly; this makes the analysis easier to perform. Specifically, we considered the linear combination $\text{comb}(d) = 0.5 \times d.z + 0.25 \times d.y + 0.25 \times d.x$, where $d.x, d.y, d.z$ are acceleration samples from the x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively.
Figure 11. Schematic representation of the game. (a) The player is trying to capture Tower 4. When all four LEDs on the tower are lit, the tower is captured. (b) The robot starts moving in order to attack and tear down Tower 2. The robot cannot try to tear down the tower that is currently being captured by the player or an already captured one. (c) The human player defends Tower 2. The player stops the action of the robot by blocking its trajectory. Notice how the progress on Tower 4 is not lost even if the player stops pressing its button.

Figure 12. (a) The custom accelerometer board. (b) The on-board receiver circuit.

6. Experimental Results

In this section, the exploration of an undercomplete representation of the GASF images using a simple autoencoder architecture is firstly reported, then we discuss how we transform the extracted features into input words for the LDA model. Finally, we show the results when confronting the model
output with human judgment. All experimental code used is available at the link in supplementary materials.

6.1. Feature Extraction

The first question we need to answer concerns the size of the sliding window. This parameter regards the definition of the GASF images used as building blocks for the dictionary learning. The window size should be large enough to capture motion patterns relevant for the player characterization, but not so large to confound their interpretation. We tried different window sizes, and in the end, we followed [13] and decided to consider half a second of data per window without overlap, which allows for a fine-grained data representation.

We applied no preprocessing to the signal, since we were interested in observing how an autoencoder would perform using the unfiltered input. The expectation was that it would naturally compensate for the differences in the images, decisively choosing to capture important features (the main signal characteristic) and disregarding non-representative ones (the small noise associated). We defined an architecture composed by dropout and dense layers where only hyperbolic tangent activation functions where used, except in the last layer, where a linear activation function was used instead. The best performing architecture was composed by the following layers: dropout (0.1 drop fraction), dense (size = 256), dropout (0.2) and dense (size = 64). The same layers (in reversed order) were used for the decoder part.

A window of half a second corresponded to 32 samples given our accelerometer average frequency of 48.8 Hz. As a consequence, we obtain GASF images (without using PAA) with a total of 1024 pixels. Using the autoencoder, we manage to reduce the representation down to a 64-dimensional input, resulting in the reconstruction presented in Figure 13. The choice of a 64-dimensional representation is empirical, meaning that we were in principle searching for an undercomplete representation of the data and, upon testing with different configurations, we have chosen the one with the lowest reconstruction error. As it turned out, a 64-dimensional vector representation was the best result, given our dataset.

![Figure 13](image-url) Autoencoder reconstruction for five input segments corresponding to half a second of data (linear combination of the acceleration axis). (Top line) Input GASF images. (Second line) Original time series for each GASF input. (Third line) The autoencoder reconstruction for the input images. (Forth line) Time series from the reconstructed GASF images.

It is possible to notice from the reconstruction result that, despite such a large compression (from 1024 to only 64 values), the input image structures are captured. This can also be seen in the reconstructed time series. A closer look reveals that the autoencoder practically smoothed the time series while preserving the overall shape, this being a nice property that can help to prevent overfitting.
From Figure 13, we can also see that the obtained time series reconstruction presents some holes. This seems to be caused by the information loss in the reconstruction and demands further investigation. However, in our experimentation, it did not seem to affect performance.

6.2. Dictionary Learning and Input Word Definition

Latent Dirichlet allocation works by considering the relationship among word tokens with respect to a collection of documents. Therefore, in order to use the method, we needed to come up with a way to encode the taxonomy of GASF images into a discrete set of fixed tokens describing the motion primitives appearing in each game session. We opted to follow [35] and encode the features extracted from the GASF using the autoencoders as visual words, composing the game session document.

After getting the 64-dimensional vector representation for each GASF image (see Section 2.3), we cluster them into V groups using the K-means algorithm. In this way, we define a dictionary of size V, with each word corresponding to a cluster centroid. Each game session is then translated into a collection of V possible clusters, which can then be fed into the LDA algorithm.

From text mining and information retrieval, we know that having documents with different sizes can be a potential issue. This is because given the bag of words representation used in LDA, a small document may be included as a subset in a larger one. Additionally, it might be a problem to evaluate longer documents in our scenario, since, at least from a human perspective, it is not simple to define the overall behavior.

In text mining, this issue is handled by imposing a weight based on the length of the document; in our case, instead, we decided to split each session into smaller segments of 15 s each. In this setting, the evaluation is more consistent, and it is possible that the behavior of a player will be maintained within segments. We decided this length for each document both for convenience with respect to the window length and from the assumption that in each fraction of 15 s, the player can show a consistent behavior, which can be somehow easily identifiable. In the next section, we present the results achieved with the approach we just presented.

6.3. Validation

Our ultimate objective is to represent the player motion style by a mixture of topic proportions following the LDA framework. Unfortunately, the method by itself demands the programmer to initialize the desired number of topics. Thus, we had to perform a search for the optimal value given our dataset.

By performing grid search, we selected a range of values for the two main hyperparameters, namely dictionary size, for the input word definition, and number of topics. We would like to keep the number of topics low, preferably less than 10, since by observing our dataset, it is not possible to distinguish many groups of different motion styles; this suggests that a coarse-grained definition would be better. Choosing the number of topics to be at most 10, as in [20], the evaluation of the uncovered topics remains manageable, while maintaining a certain degree of freedom for the existing motion diversity.

The distribution of cluster centroids (words) given topics (our player motion types) is shown in Figure 14. Each line represents a topic, while each column represents a word. As one can see, there are no topics represented by the same distribution over the same word. Figure 14 shows how much each word is important for the specific topic.
In order to validate the discovered topics, we use human judgment. We invited volunteers to watch a set of pairs of recorded game segments (15 s each) and point out the similarities between players in their motivation as perceived by their motion. Subjects had to judge how similar, on a scale from 0–5, the movements of two players were. With this, we generated a similarity matrix to be used as the ground truth and main guide for deciding which hyper-parameter value to use and to check whether the proposed method could achieve reasonable results.

The similarity matrix was composed of 406 independent evaluations from six different human subjects. The generated evaluation matrix was then compared with a cosine similarity matrix generated after training the LDA in our dataset. The similarity, in this case, is based on the mixture proportions among the discovered topics.

We used this information to define the number of topics and the number of words. The best set of parameters is the one that presents a higher similarity compared to the one expressing human judgment, thus the smallest Mean Squared Error (MSE). The graph in Figure 15 shows the results obtained varying the size of the dictionary (number of cluster centroids) and the number or topics. From it, we have decided to pick 100 as the number of visual words and 10 for the topics present in our dataset.

Figure 14. Schematic representation of the game: each line represents a topic, while each column represents a word that is representative of the specific topic.

Figure 15. The figure shows the hyperparameter tuning results. The Mean Squared Error (MSE) is estimated with respect to the similarity expressed in the matrix containing the human judgment. The different lines represent the MSE obtained for different dictionary sizes and number of topics.
The observed similarity results were verified by visual inspection of video logs from estimated similar players; that is, by checking how reported mixture proportions actually look similar in video. However, we state that much work should still be performed towards easily and reliably assessing model correctness and selection. This also relates to the possibility of confidently giving names to discovered motion types, very much in the way as is done in classic LDA for text categorization.

Another aspect that demands further investigation is how to avoid the decrease in accuracy when considering variable-sized game sessions. As mentioned before, game sessions with different sizes may artificially increase similarity in case one is a subset of another. The solution to this problem provides only a baseline, and much more sophisticated approaches to the problem should be devised.

We believe that a potential way for improvements in interpretability and accuracy is that of removing the vector quantization in defining each topic. It would be interesting to remain in the continuous domain defined by our input data representation (GASF features), instead of relying on a fixed predefined vocabulary set used for training the LDA. Such vectorization is known to lead to information loss [36]. In avoiding such an issue, one possibility may be replacing the topic multinomial distribution by a mixture of Gaussians [36].

7. Discussion

In this work, we introduced an approach to identify the player motion styles from measurements obtained by the use of a single three-axial accelerometer sensor. Such a signal is then transformed using the Gramian angular field in an image that represents its content. The reason for such representation stems from recent publications aiming at using deep learning and state-of-the-art image processing techniques for achieving better classification results. Additionally, using the autoencoder for representing the obtained GASFs reduced the workload necessary for hand-crafting features, as often done when using machine learning classification/clustering methods with time series data.

By applying latent Dirichlet allocation to characterize the motion behavior of different players, we were interested in getting a description that would foster the development of self-adjusting PIRGs agents capable of improving/sustaining engagement. In this, we had shown that the model is able to capture the overall human judgment by matching reported similarities.

This is the first work, to our knowledge, that tries to model the motion behavior of the player using this type of signal in conjunction with LDA in a robogame scenario. We have demonstrated that the proposed approach is able to cluster and represent different behaviors learned from data. We have evidence that our methodology can achieve better performances than that of relying solely on the measurements of the accelerometer as input for the dictionary learning step. We are still working to provide a fair comparison between the two approaches.

As future work, we want to test our approach with a series of different input signals in order to assess its capability. One alternative could be the incorporation of proximity information in order to capture how proximity patterns relate to a player game play style. Moreover, we are interested in measuring the player’s effort expenditure in terms of difficulty of motion given a difficult setting for the robot.

In our method, we also wish to incorporate time dependency. We believe such information would help to describe variations in playing style during play, given the opportunity to detect change points in styles and favor game (robot behavior) personalization. This also may help to avoid the rubber-band effect, a system instability concern often present when designing auto-adjusting game systems.

Another means for improvements, and one that we are currently working on, is that of removing the vector quantization step necessary for the definition of the multinomial distribution of words that defines each topic. We believe that it would be interesting to remain in the continuous domain defined by our input data, instead of relying on a fixed predefined set of tokens, i.e., the vocabulary set used for training the LDA. Our current experimentation goes along the lines of testing how a Gaussian version of LDA would work in our domain and whether that could give better results. Additionally, comparing our results with a continuous version of LDA would help to answer questions regarding
stop word filtering, such as: To what extent removing certain common segments would improve or worsen accuracy?

Finally, we are working to redesign the experiments in order to allow for collecting user survey data, which comprise a valuable resource regarding player style and engagement levels. This is all in order to increase our understanding in interpreting the obtained results. We plan to collect self-reported engagement levels when comparing with different robot behavior configuration while allowing for adaptation. Regarding such adaptation, we currently are investigating how to relate the robot game’s difficult settings (such as velocity, tower LED control rules, among others) and the mixture proportion of motion types discovered by our reported method. One alternative is to design a utility function that would describe what is the pay-off in facing a certain player given a certain difficult setting, therefore turning the adaptation problem into a full on-line optimization procedure where we try to match player motion types with robot behavior implied by difficulty settings.

Supplementary Materials: The experimental code is available at https://github.com/ewerlopes/lda-player-model.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this work:

GADF Gramian Angular Difference Field
GAF Gramian Angular Field
GASF Gramian Angular Summation Field
LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation
LMA Laban Movement Analysis
MSE Mean Squared Error
PAA Piecewise Aggregation Approximation
PIRG Physically Interactive Robogame
VR Virtual Reality
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